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2 CHRISTMAS COAST TO COAST: A Celebration of Singing and Family

This unique event is the result of a collaboration between 
the Alexandria Harmonizers from Alexandria, Virginia and the 
Northwest Sound Men’s Chorus from Bellevue, Washington.  

Because the COVID-19 pandemic has made it impossible for 
both choruses to share their music in person with their family, 
friends, patrons, and fans, the choruses have chosen to create 
the first ever coast to coast holiday show.

The first decision during the collaboration was that this show 
was to be a gift. No group appearing in the show would make 
any money. Rather, each chorus chose a charity for which 
donations will be sought during the show.

When it became known in the barbershop community that 
this show was being planned, we were literally inundated with 
offers of assistance. Ultimately, 22 groups will be appearing in 
the show, ranging from barbershop families gathering to sing 
in their homes to top tier vocal groups from the Barbershop 
Harmony Society, Sweet Adelines, and Harmony, Inc.  

We have been humbled by the overwhelming support of our 
barbershop family as well as from the Barbershop Harmony 
Society which is hosting this show on their YouTube Channel.

To all our performers, as well as to those who have 
volunteered their time and talent to make this event possible, 
we say thank you, from the bottom of our hearts.

Enjoy the show!

Stan Quick
President,
Alexandria Harmonizers

Bill Hickman
President,
Northwest Sound Men’s Chorus

Welcome to our show!



Recently recognized by Broadway World as offering 
“some of the best choral singing” in the D.C. area, 
the Alexandria Harmonizers specialize in one of 
a cappella’s most challenging forms, four-part 
close harmony. The chorus is made up of over 100 
volunteer singers ranging in age from their teens to 
their eighties. The Harmonizers have won nineteen 
International medals, including four championship 
gold medals, received the 2018 Greater Washington 
DC Area Choral Excellence “Ovation” Award for “Best 
A Cappella Ensemble“ and are extremely proud to 
have been named “Ensemble of the Year” for 2020 by 
the Barbershop Harmony Society. The Harmonizers 
perform dozens of times each year, in concert, 
contest, and collaboration with other performers. 
They have sung at Carnegie Hall, the Kennedy 
Center, Wolf Trap, the White House and the Supreme 
Court. The Harmonizers are funded in part by the 
City of Alexandria Arts Grant Program.

harmonizers.org

CHORUS CO-HOST

http://harmonizers.org
https://www.facebook.com/harmonizers


Northwest Sound has been entertaining and wowing 
Seattle area audiences for over 30 years performing 
in a variety of musical styles including Americana, jazz, 
show tunes, pop, and more, all done with distinctively 
rich barbershop harmonies. The chorus comprises 
over 60 men from all walks of life and just about every 
kind of profession including educators, tradesmen, 
high tech, doctors, pilots, and aircraft engineers. 
Having won its first competition in just the 3rd year 
of existence the chorus has been regional champion 
and International competitors 12 times, including 2016, 
2017 and 2018. Northwest Sound entertains throughout 
the year as featured guests, producing shows, and 
appearing at festivals with performances in venues 
like the 5th Ave Theater, Benaroya Hall, the Chihuly 
Glass Museum, and many more. Northwest Sound has 
been recognized for providing educational programs 
to the local community, supported by grants from the 
Bellevue Arts Commission.

northwestsound.org

CHORUS CO-HOST

http://northwestsound.org
https://www.facebook.com/NorthwestSoundMensChorus
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At any given moment in the Astle household, chances 
are someone is singing or playing an instrument.  
Ellie, 15, is a singer, pianist, and French hornist. She’s 
writing a musical with her cousin. Annie, 13, plays 
piano and flute, though her true love is baking.  Leah, 
10, plays piano and clarinet but her focus is singing 
and acting because she wants to be on Broadway 
someday. And Kate, 8, plays piano and dances and 
almost literally never stops singing – she’s going to 
be a pop star when she grows up. Shelly, their mom, 
was the lead in all of her high school musicals and 
has sung with various community groups as an adult.  
And Matt, their dad, is a member of Northwest Sound 
who has been playing piano since age 5 and holds 
a music degree. He has recently been expanding 
his reach from arranging for international-caliber 
barbershop quartets and choruses to writing original 
songs (he won BHS’s recent Song Search) and even 
video game music. 

Astle Family

GUEST PERFORMERS

Matt, Shelly, Ellie, Annie, Leah, and Kate

https://www.facebook.com/impactqtet
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Better Together is 
an award-winning, 
family quartet made 
up of experienced 
singers, 
performers, and 
clinicians. The 
quartet values 
time spent 

together with 
the quartet and 

with their singing 
community. 

Better Together 

GUEST PERFORMERS

Elizabeth (T) and Anthony (Br) Colosimo,
Heather (L) and Andrew (Bs) Havens

2018 Mid-Atlantic District Mixed Quartet Champions
2020 Mid-Atlantic Harmony Sweeps Runner Up

https://www.facebook.com/Better-Together-Quartet-208982313287122
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Double Date are the 2014 and 
2016 BinG! World Mixed Quartet 
Champions. Formed in 2012 
in the University of Missouri-
St. Louis’s vocal music 
program, this foursome have 
performed, taught, and 
shared their love for close 
harmony across the US and 
around the world.

Double Date has recorded 
two full length albums. In 2016 
the group won a CARA Award for 
“Best Barbershop Song” from their album, 
Accentuate the Positive. These four best friends 
are also neighbors, and they plan to continue 
singing and enjoying life together for decades 
to come!

Double Date

GUEST PERFORMERS

Ravi (Bs) and Blaire (L), Michaela (T) and Nathan (Br)

https://www.facebook.com/doubledatequartet
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First Take is an a cappella quartet, 
specializing in the barbershop 
style. Formed in 2018 with 4 
musicians who all studied 
music, the quartet has 
competed, rehearsed, and 
made music together with as 
much frequency and passion 

as time and global disease 
has allowed. The most recent 

configuration - having formed 
only a couple of months before the 

pandemic - has focused on building an 
entertaining repertoire and supporting 
each other through this difficult time. 

First Take

GUEST PERFORMERS

Alex Corson (T), Anthony Colosimo (L),
Andrew Havens (Bs), Drew Wheaton (Br)

2019 BHS International Quartet Qualifier

https://www.facebook.com/firsttakequartet
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GQ is a female barbershop and contemporary 
a cappella quartet based in Baltimore, 
MD. Since their start in July 2011, they won 
international competitions, performed their 
own arrangements of contemporary songs, 
and recorded two albums. GQ has a passion 
for being true to a sound that is uniquely 
their own, and to vocal music education 
for young singers. Each member of GQ 
is involved in music education and 
continue to pursue their own careers 
in the arts and education. They have 
traveled the U.S. and have performed in 
Canada, Germany, Holland, Spain, and 
England. They have been featured on A 
Prairie Home Companion twice, and have 
made waves on the internet with a YouTube 
video reaching over 6.7 million hits.

GQ

GUEST PERFORMERS

Katie Gillis (Br/L) Ali Hauger (L/Br),
Katie Macdonald (Bs), Amanda Sandroni (T)

https://www.facebook.com/GQquartet


The singers of HALO quartet are 
members of Harmony, Incorporated 

and the first quartet of African 
American singers to compete 
on the international stage of 
barbershop. Sisters in blood 
and soul, singers Shana, Portia, 
and Jasmine are all alumnae of 
Morgan State University— while 

Niambi and Shana, who are 
actual sisters, have been singing 

together their whole lives. Together 
they lead the unique community music 

therapy program, Race and #RealTalk, using 
barbershop music as a framework and gateway 
to fruitful dialogue about racism.

HALO

GUEST PERFORMERS

Shana Oshiro (T), Jasmine Barnes (Bs),
Portia Pitts (L), Niambi Powell (Br)

haloquartet.org

https://www.instagram.com/halo_inc_barbershop/
https://m.facebook.com/halo4tet/?view_public_for=294644384009904
http://haloquartet.org


For almost a decade Heavy 
Medal has been sharing 
its rich mixed Barbershop 
sound and joyful spirit 
with the world. The 
chorus, consisting of 
BinG! (Barbershop in 
Germany) quartet 
medalists showcases 
songs from madrigals 
to Michael Bublé – 
melancholy to rock and 
everything in between. 
Just pure, real a cappella 
sound.

Heavy Medal Chorus

GUEST PERFORMERS

Directed by Norbert Hammes and Matthias Neuburger

heavymedal.de

http://www.heavymedal.de
http://heavymedal.de
http://www.facebook.com/heavymedalchorus


IMPACT, a mixed quartet registered in the 
Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS), started out as 
a male foursome in 2018, when Dane replaced the 
bass of 2015 Evergreen District Quartet Champion 
and International competitor, “4.0”. IMPACT then 
competed at the BHS International contest in Salt 
Lake City in 2019. In the fall of 2019, after tenor Ted 
Chamberlain moved away, Dane and the original 
members of 4.0, Gavin and Ira decided to take the 
leap to a mixed quartet configuration, bringing 
the multitalented Elizabeth into the group. Just 
as Elizabeth had mastered the repertoire and 
IMPACT was ready to enter the contest circuit and 
begin other performance opportunities, the COVID 
pandemic struck. Now after many months of patient 
waiting, IMPACT is super excited and honored to 
appear in their first performance in our show!

Impact

GUEST PERFORMERS

Dane Chevassus (Bs), Elizabeth Davies (T),
Ira Allen (Br), Gavin Jensen (L)

qtetira@googlemail.com 

https://m.facebook.com/halo4tet/?view_public_for=294644384009904


Midtown formed in 2018 and 
one year later became 
the MAD Northeastern 
Division Champions, MAD 
Quartet Champions, 
and the 2019 BHS 
International 5th place 
medalists. Known for 
their dynamic music 
videos, innovative studio 
albums, breath-taking live 
shows, as well as their robust 
social media presence, Midtown 
is quickly becoming a household 
name in the Barbershop and A Cappella 
world. Based out of Manhattan NY, Midtown 
brings a fresh and exciting new sound to 
barbershop with a captivating image that 
has gained attention from all over the globe.

Midtown

GUEST PERFORMERS

Nick Gordon (T), Anthony Fortino (L),
Christian O’Neill Diaz (Bs), KJ McAleesejergins (Br)

http://www.facebook.com/mdtwnofficial
https://www.instagram.com/mdtwnofficial/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvAZ8qoFecKxXm-XPla9EHw


Our quartet is the continuation of a family tradition - 
Rob sang with his parents and sister as a teen, then 
the Generations quartet with his parents and wife.  
Rob is a 40-year member of the Barbershop Harmony 
Society; he sang with his dad in the Lake Washington 
Skippers starting at age 10 and has been with the 
Northwest Sound since 1990. He proposed to his wife 
Hannah on stage at the Evergreen District Convention 
in 1998. Hannah is a professional pianist and mother of 
their two boys. Isaac (age 15) and Brian (age 12) started 
singing in the church youth choir; going to Harmony 
Explosion Northwest Camp gave them a new drive 
in music. We are honored to sing with our long-time 
friend and percussionist, Epaminondas “Nonda” Trimis. 
Nonda has appeared on over 60 CDs and a career 
spanning 40 years. He’s appeared at the White House 
in 1995 where he performed, as part of a film screening, 
music he co-composed for Lewis and Clark and the 
Corps of Discovery, a Ken Burns Film.

Mitchell Family Singers 
with Epaminondas “Nonda” Trimis

GUEST PERFORMERS

Brian, Rob, Hannah, and Isaac



Momma’s Boys is an A Cappella 
quartet dedicated to the 
barbershop style. The 
quartet includes 4 brothers, 
Michael Kelly (Bass), Ian 
Kelly (Lead), Sean Kelly 
(Baritone), and Steven 
Kelly (Tenor) who have 
been singing together 
their entire lives. Evergreen 
District Champions in 
2018, Momma’s Boys aims 
to entertain and we can be 
found on street corners, on stages, 
at church, in private homes and in the 
classroom singing for whoever wants to hear.

Momma’s Boys

GUEST PERFORMERS

Steven (T), Ian (L), Michael (Bs), and Sean (Br) Kelly

mommasboysquartet.com

http://www.heavymedal.de
http://mommasboysquartet.com
https://www.facebook.com/mommasboysquartet


Northwest Mix is a 
mixed voice a cappella 
chorus based in Bellevue, 
Washington. With members 
drawn from the wide choral 
community of the Eastside 
of the Puget Sound, 
Northwest Mix provides a 
unique blend of classic jazz 
and pop arrangements, 
giving a special flair to 
corporate and private 
gatherings large or small.  

Northwest Mix

GUEST PERFORMERS

northwestsound.org/northwest-mix

http://northwestsound.org/northwest-mix


Pratt Street Power is an award-
winning, internationally-acclaimed 
youth barbershop quartet made 
up of four professional musicians 
based in Baltimore, MD. In their 
first contest together, they were 
crowned 2016 International Youth 
Quartet champions and labeled 
by the Harmonizer magazine as 
one of the BHS’s “young powerhouses 
of today.” In 2019, they won the Mid-
Atlantic District competition and finished 8th 
in the BHS International Quartet Contest. Pratt Street 
Power is made up of four best friends. They share a 
special bond, having a friendship that is unique and...
quite weird! This bond gives their performances an 
energy that is authentic, exciting, and filled with joy.

Pratt Street Power

GUEST PERFORMERS

Vince Sandroni (T), Ed Schubel (L),
Darren Schmidt (Bs), Ben Hawker (Br)

Prattstreetpower.com

http://www.heavymedal.de
http://Prattstreetpower.com
http://www.Facebook.com/prattstreetpower


The Quin-Tones are a barbershop 
quartet that was formed by their 

elementary school music teacher, 
John Wernega, in February 2017. 
They originate from Quinton, 
New Jersey. Tommy is a senior 
at Salem high school, Julian 
(LJ) is a freshman at Towson 

University, Jake is a junior at 
Woodstown high school, and Chris 

is a senior at Schalick High School. 
They mic tested the 2017 YBQC and 

were crowned the first ever international 
NextGen Junior Quartet Champions at 
the Barbershop Harmony Society’s 2019 
Midwinter Convention in Nashville.

Quin-Tones

GUEST PERFORMERS

Tommy Hunter (Br), Chris Crawford (Bs),
Julian LeFlore (L), Jake Lapp (T)

https://www.facebook.com/quintonesquartet


Riptide is a classic rock cover band that 
was formed almost a decade ago, that 
covers a wide spectrum of music that 
you know and love spanning the 
50s to the 90s. Chris (bass/vocals), 
Joel (guitar/vocals), and Kellen 
(vocals/percussion) are currently 
active members of the Alexandria 
Harmonizers. Our other talented 
members are Joe Cerutti Sr. (vocals), 
Austin Day (keyboard/Guitar/harmonica), and 
Dr. Rock (drummer extraordinaire). Riptide performs 
all over the national capital region, including local 
wineries, private events, pubs and restaurants, 
baseball parks, and casinos, and had a second place 
finish in a large battle of the bands event in 2018.

Riptide

GUEST PERFORMERS

Classic Rock Cover Band

riptideclassicrock.com

http://www.heavymedal.de
http://riptideclassicrock.com/
https://www.facebook.com/riptideclassicrock/


Silver Alert is a quartet consisting 
of members of the Alexandria 
Harmonizers. We began in 2016 when 
Mike asked our wives if we could sing 
with him; luckily they all said yes. Our 
goal was to be a competitive senior 
quartet and have achieved quite a lot 
in a few short years. We are the 2018 
Mid-Atlantic District Seniors Quartet 
Champion and achieved the dream 
of competing on the international 
stage at the 2020 BHS Mid-Winter 
International Seniors Quartet 
competition in Jacksonville, Florida.  
We love singing together and are 
looking forward to performing at the 
2021 BHS International Convention in 
Cleveland this coming summer.

Silver Alert

GUEST PERFORMERS

Mike Edison (L), Steve Murane (Bs), Will Cox (Br), Ricky Savage (T)



TBD is a contemporary a cappella ensemble 
within the Alexandria Harmonizers. Styled 
after groups such as Rockapella 
and Da Vinci’s Notebook, TBD 
performs a wide array of genres, 
including traditional a cappella 
standards to current radio hits. 
In 2009, a few Harmonizers with 
background in collegiate a 
cappella decided to broaden 
the chorus’s horizons by reaching 
out to the growing modern a 
cappella scene. In this way TBD 
helps bridge the gap between 
traditional barbershop harmony and 
modern a cappella with a repertoire 
spanning from homophonic four-part 
harmony to collegiate-style and vocal band 
arrangements.

TBD

GUEST PERFORMERS

Ensemble within the Alexandria Harmonizers

https://www.facebook.com/tbdacappella


Vintage Mix is an American a cappella 
group of 19-year-old quadruplets 

from Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The 
vocal group of quads has 
showcased their harmony, 
international awards, and viral 
video on NBC, CBS, PBS, and 
Fox television networks. Since 
their official debut in 2014, they 

have been entertaining global 
audiences with Jazz, Barbershop, 

and 1940’s Music to ultimately grow 
their vision of “Bridging Generations 
Through Harmony.”

Vintage Mix

GUEST PERFORMERS

Julia (S), Anika (MS), Ian (Bs), and Kelsey (A) Shoppach

vintagemixmusic.com

https://www.facebook.com/VintageMixMusic
http://www.heavymedal.de
http://vintagemixmusic.com
https://twitter.com/VintageMixMusic
https://www.instagram.com/vintagemixofficial/
https://www.youtube.com/c/VintageMix


Proving the adage, “Barbershop runs in the blood”, 
the Von Tramack Family Singers represent over 120 
years of BHS and Harmony Incorporated experience, 
supported by 3+ generations of barbershoppers on 
both sides of the family.  Renee and Steve Tramack 
(Mom and Dad) are both judges and category 
specialists (Renee: Harmony Inc. Singing ; Steve: BHS 
Music), and long-time coaches, chorus directors 
and quartetters. Renee, Samantha and Christina 
(Daughters) sing together in the 2016 Harmony Inc 
Queens, Taken 4 Granite. Samantha, Christina and 
Joshua (son) sing together in the mixed quartet 
Sweet & Sour.  All still live together under the same 
(harmonious) roof, and not only love each other as a 
family, but actually still like each other!

Von Tramack
Family Singers

GUEST PERFORMERS

Samantha, Steve, Christina, Joshua, and Renee Tramack

tramackmusic.com

http://www.heavymedal.de
http://www.tramackmusic.com


Tim and Saralyn Workman have been 
teaching their children to match 
pitch and sing harmony since they 
were barely old enough to babble.  
The Workman’s are often featured 
performers at local churches and 
within their community.  The family 
has also been featured alongside 
Tim at Harmony University as part of 
his lecture titled “Tuning Your Tots-A 
Guide to Teaching Your Kids How to 
Sing Harmony.”  Though Tim and Sara 
both work as music teachers, they find 
their greatest joy and fulfillment comes 
when they sing with their kids.

Workman Family
Singers

GUEST PERFORMERS

https://www.facebook.com/tuningyourtots


Hopelink is a nonprofit organization working to end poverty in 
our community. Each year we help more than 64,000 people 
through programs that provide stability and the skills and 
knowledge needed to exit poverty.

First, Hopelink services help clients achieve stability through 
the provision of basic needs, such as shelter and food. By 
achieving stability, the harmful effects of poverty are eased 
for all family members. Without the stresses of homelessness 

or hunger, family 
members are more 
able to focus on the 
next phase of their 
journey out of poverty.

Second, clients 
become equipped to 
exit poverty through 
the acquisition of 
skills and knowledge 
that can permanently 
change their lives. 

Clients come to Hopelink earning far from what is considered 
a living wage—the amount of income it takes to live without 
any financial assistance. Hopelink works with clients through 
various programs that can: increase their income, improve 
their employment potential, maintain stable housing, and 
when appropriate, advance their education.

It is important to note that Hopelink, through its many 
community partnerships, is able to connect clients with many 
resources outside of its own programs and services.

CHARITIES

hopelink.org

http://www.heavymedal.de
http://hopelink.org
https://www.facebook.com/Hopelink


The Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors (TAPS) provides 
comfort, care and resources to all those grieving the death of 
a military loved one. Since 1994, TAPS has provided comfort 
and hope 24/7 through a national peer support network 
and connection to grief resources, all at no cost to surviving 
families and loved ones.

TAPS provides a variety of programs 
to survivors nation and worldwide. 
Our National Military Survivor 
Seminar and Good Grief Camp 
has been held annually in 
Washington, D.C., over Memorial 
Day weekend since 1994. TAPS 
also conducts regional survivor 
seminars for adults and youth 
programs at locations across the 
country, as well as retreats and 
expeditions around the world. Staff 
can get you connected to counseling in 
your community and help navigate benefits and resources.

TAPS has assisted more than 100,000 surviving family 
members, casualty assistance officers, chaplains, and others 
supporting bereaved military families since 1994. TAPS is 
committed to providing compassionate care to anyone who 
is grieving the death of someone who served in the military, 
regardless of circumstance of death, relationship to the 
deceased, or geography. Services are provided free-of-
charge. On average, TAPS reaches new survivors within two 
weeks of casualty notification.

CHARITIES

taps.org

http://www.heavymedal.de
http://taps.org
https://www.facebook.com/TAPSorg/


Northwest Sound and the Alexandria 
Harmonizers would like to thank the 
Evergreen and Mid-Atlantic Districts of the 
Barbershop Harmony Society for sponsoring 
this show.

SPONSORS
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David DesPortes
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Stan Quick
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Steve White
Terry Reynolds
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Turner Arndt
Will Cox
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Lead
Lead
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Lead
Tenor
Tenor
Bari
Tenor
Bass
Bari
Bass
Bass
Bass
Bass
Tenor
Bass
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Tenor
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Lead
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Lead
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Bass
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Bass
Bass
Bari
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Bass
Bari
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Ken Potter, Director

Aaron Con
Adrian Leontovich
Bill Esworthy
Bill Hickman
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Brady Anderson
Chris Powell
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John Saffery
Keith Bankston
Ken Potter
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Mike Hammer
Mike Rinehart
Randy Radke
Raymond Hsu
Rich Smith
Rick Smith
Roy Villanueva
Sam Rausch
Sean Kelly
Zach Zimmerman
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Bass
Bass
Bass
Bass
Tenor, Lead
Bass
Barit, Lead
Lead
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Lead
Tenor
Tenor, Lead
Bari, Lead
Bass
Baritone
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Bass
Bass
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Bari, Lead
Lead
Baritone
Bass
Bass
Lead
Lead
Bari, Lead
Lead
Tenor
Bari, Lead
Tenor, Lead
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